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Abstract 

Microplastics (synthetic polymers <5mm) which can be found in many types, 

shapes and forms are an increasing problematic because of their ubiquity 

in high amounts, they may represent a high risk to ecosystems and biota.  

Microfibers of synthetic textiles, which are considered a subgroup and a 

main source of microplastics are detached from domestic laundry in almost 

every home in the developed world. Many studies have been made in this 

topic, however there is no standard methodology on the quantitative data. 

In consequence this research attempts to test one simple methodology by 

software counting and compare the results with the available literature. A 

mean of 1474 Microfibers were found in each wash for one garment, 

meaning 0.093 Mg in weight or 0.003% of the garment mass. This numbers 

were adjusted to previous estimations and converted to the population of 

Czech Republic in approximately 2 tons of Microplastic release into the 

water systems only by washing our clothes. 
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Glossary 

DDT= Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane 

FTIR= Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 

MP= Micro plastic 

MF= Microfiber 

MP-VAT= Microplastic visual analysis tool 

NOAA= National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

PE=Polyethylene 

PET= Polyethylene terephthalate 

POPs= Persistent Organic Pollutants 

PP= Polypropylene 

PS= Polyester 

PVC= Polyvinyl Chloride 

RPM= Revolutions per minute 

WTP= Water treatment plant 

WWTP= Waste water treatment plant 
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1. Introduction 

Plastic pollution has been an environmental issue of increasing concern in 

the past decades. Since its mass production, consumption and of course its 

waste has increased dramatically (Plastics—The Facts 2016). Nowadays a 

new issue is a matter of concern, the presence of small polymer debris of 

less than 5mm of longitude (Wright et al, 2013), including fragments, 

particles and fibers are found in vast quantities almost in every corner of the 

earth. Originated intentionally (primary production) or by degradation from 

larger plastics (secondary production), (Ha and Yeo, 2018), The 

accumulation of MPs is followed by high environmental risk and eventually 

the impact towards living organisms when confused by food, damaging and 

or obstructing the digestive system and after death by starvation (Browne 

2013), at the same time, they can accumulate toxic substances such as 

Persistent Organic Compounds (COPs) and organochlorine pesticides such 

as DDT, In addition, from all of MPs that ends up in the ocean, approx. 80% 

of it originates from continental sources (Andrady, 2011), recent studies 

identify rivers as major pathways of land-based microplastics (Castaneda et 

al., 2014; McCormick et al., 2014). In this matter Textile microfibers (MFs) 

are a primary microplastics sub-group, which along products of personal 

care are the main source of primary microplastics in water ecosystems. MFs 

are mostly shed when laundry of any garment takes place, making these 

fibers a potential main source of pollution. 

Increasing Concern in this matter has been taking place in the last years, 

many studies have been made towards the analysis and counting of 

microfibers detachment by domestic laundry (Browne et al., 2011; Salvador 

Cesa et al., 2017), However, given the high number of variables that could 

take place when trying to analyze quantitative data of synthetic MFs after 

laundry, many different methodologies can be applied and even now a days 

there is no standard, nevertheless many methods coincide in taking the 

sample directly after the washing cycle, dry it, reduce the organic matter and 

impurities and analyzing it for later counting, then estimating the amount of 

microfibers obtained by a spectroscope or a microscope and finally 
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estimating the amount of microfibers detached (Hernandez, 2013; Belzagui 

et al., 2019). In 2019 Prata et al. have developed a plugin in ImageJ that 

counts particles from images taken by spectroscope to samples stained with 

fluorescent ink, making the quantitative analysis easier for future research 

work. This research project attempts to provide a simple methodology with 

the software counting of fluorescent stained MFs and compare the results 

with available literature. 
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2. Aims of the study 

To evaluate the fiber detachment in quantity from a 100% polyester garment 

after several domestic laundry cycles by testing lipophilic staining with Nile 

red and software counting MP-VAT and compare the results with available 

literature 

2.1. Specific Aims 

 To use Nile red staining on the detached material with luminescence 

under 365nm UV light for imaging samples for posterior software 

counting  

 To count microfiber detachment with a specific plugin for ImageJ of 

one 100% polyester made T-shirt after washing it in order to observe 

any trend in increase or decrease of number of microfibers release. 

 To read, understand and compare the results with available 

literature.  

2.2. Hypothesis 

 Less than 5mm Microfibers are detached in high quantities from 

100% polyester garments after domestic laundry when new 

 Microfiber detachment trend should decrease until the fifth washing 

cycle 

 MP-VAT plugin for Imagej software is an accurate tool for counting 

microfibers after Nile red staining and Ultra Violet light picturing. 
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3. Literature review: 

3.1. Pollution: 

Pollution is defined by the excess of concentration of a substance in an 

ecosystem, which produces a toxic effect on living beings. A pollutant is any 

substance or form of energy which can produce harm or unbalance 

(reversible or not) in an ecosystem or the environment of a living being 

(Bermudez 2010). This toxic substances can cause damage to the air, 

water, land and bio accumulate in living organisms at the same time, 

causing damage to their organisms.  

3.1.1. Sources of pollution: 

The sources of pollution could be natural or caused by human activity, in 

general the natural sources of pollution are related with the composition of 

water and soils, components of food, volcanic emanations, and others. This 

type of natural pollution is low incidence on public health in comparison with 

the human caused pollution, nevertheless, volcanic eruptions produces high 

amounts of pollutants to the air, land and even to the water in short periods 

of time, putting both public health and ecosystems at risk (Albert, 1997). 

Anthropogenic sources of pollution are ironically the main problem for us 

humans and environmental health. Many sources and types of pollutants 

exists they can be classified by the activity that originates them (Albert, 

1997): 

• Industrial 

• Mining 

• Agricultural 

• Craft 

• Domestic 

On the other hand, in the particular case of air pollution they are further 

classified in (Albert, 1997): 
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• Fixed 

• Mobile 

Finally, depending on their location, they are occasionally also classified as 

scattered and localized sources, which in some documents are called point 

sources of pollution. 

3.1.2. Types of pollution 

According to its origin, pollution can be caused by natural events or by the 

activity of man. The pollution produced by man includes the emission of 

gases from industries and automobiles, the elimination of household and 

industrial waste, oil spills into the sea, etc. However, it can be affirmed that 

pollution of natural origin is not as important as that caused by man since, 

in fact, it is directly or indirectly responsible for any type of environmental 

alteration (Spiegel, 2001). 

3.2. Water pollution 

According to the World Health Organization (2004), water is polluted "when 

its composition has been modified so that it does not meet the necessary 

conditions for use, which would have been destined in its natural state." The 

water that comes from rivers, lakes and streams is subject to severe 

pollution, often the product of human activities. Also the World Wide Found 

of Nature states that water pollution can be caused in many ways, from the 

large sewage of a big city, the leak of fertilizers and/or pesticides in ground 

water because of agricultural activities, or the simply use of a plastic bottle 

in the shores of a touristic place. There are a large number of water 

pollutants that can be classified in very different ways. A widely used 

possibility is to group them into the following eight groups (Echarri, 2007): 

• Pathogenic microorganisms 

• Organic waste 

• Inorganic chemicals 

• Inorganic plant nutrients 
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• Organic compounds 

• Sediments and suspended materials 

• Radioactive substances 

• Thermal pollution  

3.2.1. Surface water pollution 

Covering 70% of the surface of earth, surface water pollution is the most 

common type of pollution, happening in freshwater (rivers or lakes) and in 

oceans or seas. According to the UN every day, 2 million tons of sewage 

and industrial and agricultural waste are discharged into the world’s water 

(UN WWAP 2003), this amount is the equivalent of the weight of the entire 

human population of 6.8 billion people. 

 

Figure 1 The Great Pacific Garbage Patch located between Hawaii and California. It covers 
an approximate surface area of 1.6 million square kilometers. An area 3 times bigger than France 
(Source: Forbes magazine https://www.forbes.com) 

Because of numbers like this and many more facts, ocean and sea pollution 

concern has been increasing during the last decade, but also it is good to 

mention that more than 80% of the ocean pollution comes from land sources 

where the main pollutant is plastic. Plastic that ends up in freshwater like 

rivers, in this matter because of the high biodiversity loss and the very slow 
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decaying of this material, it is estimated that by 2050 there will be more 

plastic than fish in the oceans. (Galafassi, 2019) 

3.3. Plastics 

Plastic in history is the term that means “pliable and easily shape” but, 

generally this term is the name of a category of materials called “polymers”. 

These polymers are from organic origin because they come from carbon, 

cellulose, natural gas and last but not least crude oil, but coming from an 

organic source does not need to mean that it can be degraded easily, p In 

the present time, plastic is one of the most used materials in the world, for 

its durability, malleability, impermeability, and its low cost of production. Its 

making process starts during the distillation of oil in a refinery, then it is 

separated into hydrocarbon chains of different molecules forming different 

polymers, the key fraction for the production of plastics is diesel. 

Approximately 4% of the world's oil production is used for the manufacture 

of plastics (Barnes et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2009). Plastic Europe, the 

leading trade association for the plastics industry in Europe, describes 

plastics as a wide range of synthetic or semi-synthetic materials that are 

used in an increasingly growing range of applications. (Plasticeurope.org, 

2018). 

3.3.1. Early plastics 

During the 19th century, because of their hardness, ivory and shells were 

used to make hard and durable products like keyboards of piano and billiard 

balls, although they had a high price and their obtaining was difficult (Knight, 

2012). In the middle of that century, some scientists sought to replicate the 

consistency of ivory and shells and that it could also be done quickly at a 

low cost. In 1856, the British Alexander Parkes introduced the park 

(Brydson, 1999), registered years later as a celluloid. This is the trade name 

of cellulose nitrate, considered to be the first invented thermoplastic (Gilbert, 

2017; Bensaude Vincent, 2013). Despite its malleability, the celluloid did not 

have the expected impact and its production was incomparable with that of 

iron, glass and cotton, probably because it was always seen as an imitation 

(Bensaude Vincent, 2013). At the end of that century, he began to 
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experiment with casein and formaldehyde. Until then, the raw material of 

plastic was natural (Knight, 2012; Brydson, 1999).  

The research led to the production of new plastic materials, then by the 

beginning of the 20th century, shellac, gutta-percha, ebonite and celluloid 

were already available (Gilbert, 2017). Soon, it was discovered that 

formaldehyde can form resinous substances (Brydson, 1999). In 1909, Leo 

Baekeland developed and patented bakelite. This is considered the first 

synthetic plastic and was made from formaldehyde and phenol, a carbon 

waste (Harper, 2000). Materials like this one were the first commercially 

successful synthetic plastics, nevertheless it is not as versatile as those 

formulated in later years (Gilbert, 2017).  

 

Figure 2 Old rotary telephone made from Bakelite. (Source: https://rubytuesdaysvintagehome.com) 

Plastic polymers that are used in the present are totally synthetic and 

relatively recent, nowadays there are many types of plastics, and we can 

classify them into two main groups: 

Thermoplastics: That are the most commonly used, they can be 

repeatedly rendered ductile as a function of temperature (polyethylene, 

polyvinyl chloride, polypropylene and polystyrene) 

Thermosetting: Cannot be reshaped after curing (polyurethane or phenol-

formaldehyde) 

https://rubytuesdaysvintagehome.com/
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Plastics include materials whose principal constituent is polymers. In 

addition to these organic macromolecular substances, there are other 

additives present in the plastics, which are there to modify the properties of 

the plastic. During the making process, plastic undergoes at least one 

plastic state (Plasticeurope.org, 2018). All plastics are made of polymers, 

but not all polymers can be classified in plastics (Verschoor, 2015).  

The production began to grow around the decade of 1930s (Knight, 2012). 

In this decade and the next the industrial development of the four most 

common thermoplastics occurred today (Gilbert, 2017) 

The popularization of plastic is attributed to the successful marketing 

campaigns of chemical companies in the United States. The feeling towards 

plastic as a cheap imitation was changed to an innovative source of social 

stability (Bensaude, 2013). Its introduction to the market gradually replaced 

the use of other materials and allowed the creation of new products 

(Brydson, 1999). 

One of the fundamental characteristics of plastic is that it is created and 

molded simultaneously, this action represents a saving of time and 

resources (Bensaude, 2013). Since the popularization of the use of plastics 

after the Second World War, the possibility and ease of creating new 

components revolutionized the life of the human being. The plasticity of 

these polymers, that gave its commercial name, has been a source of 

empowerment for industrial designers, leading to the creation of new types 

of artifacts, buildings and even textile fabrics (Bensaude, 2013). In 1951 

polyester was introduced, an innovation in the textile industry, (it will be 

discussed more in deep in this document) (Knight, 2012). Ten years later in 

1961 strong and light materials were made for spacecraft (Bryson, 1999). 

Also during the 60s there was a change in the use of coal to oil, that is plastic 

raw material, which is still used nowadays (Brydson, 1999). Currently, the 

plastics industry is closely linked with the oil industry (Gilbert, 2017), which 

has been shown to be one of the main sources of negative effects on the 

environment (Wake, 2005). 
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3.4. Microplastics  

Every material degrades depending on their inner structure and the 

environment where they are, the time of degradation can be more or less. 

Plastic is known to be one of the commonly used materials that last longer 

in degrade, ranging from some months for a party balloon up to hundreds 

of years for a PET bottle. But eventually plastic will degrade. Once plastic 

becomes waste the degradation process starts, big particles of plastic are 

broken into smaller pieces either by mechanical movement, by temperature 

or other environmental factors that can affect the composition of plastic, the 

released smaller particles can be from many sizes and they are now the 

new big concern in the world. 

 

This synthetic polymers debris with a size less than 5 mm, generally are 

defined as microplastics (MPs) by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA), their abundance and the high environmental risk 

they represent, mainly towards the marine ecosystems are the reasons why 

more attention has been paid to this matter. (Andrady, 2011). MPs 

occurrence is not a new topic, concern about it started in the last decades 

of the past century, as the first reports of MPs in marine environments were 

published in the early 70’s (Andrady. 2011). However the attention towards 

MPs began to grow when studies started to show the environmental impact 

they can cause, mainly in biota. 

3.4.1. Occurrence 

The occurrence of MPs was studied mainly in marine environments, 

estimations have reported 15 to 51 trillion suspended MPs in the oceans, 

and at the same time statistics models predict that 21% and 54% of global 

MPs, equivalent of 5% and 10% of the global mass are located in the 

Mediterranean sea. (van Sebille et al., 2015), nevertheless these 

estimations are believed to be only the “tip of the iceberg”. As there is a lack 

of data of microplastic counts in the southern hemisphere like in the coasts 

of America and Africa. (UNEP and GRID, 2016). See (Figure 3) Below. 
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Figure 3 ) Location and standardized microplastic count (b) microplastic mass of all surface trawl 

data used in Van Sebille analysis, on a log10 scale. Standardization is done with respect to year of 

study, geographic location, and wind speed. (van Sebille et. al. 2015) 

 

However it has been proven that the amount of MPs is increasingly growing 

in freshwaters, terrestrial and atmospheric ecosystems (Leslie et al., 2017; 

Dris et al., 2016), besides the high amount of microplastics that is present 

near coast lines around the world, there are studies that suggest MPs have 

even reached remote places far from anthropogenic influence from the 

bottom of the Marianas Trench, the top of the Everest mountain (C’ozar et 

al., 2015; Woodall et al., 2014), and even microplastic has been found in 

the snow and ice of artic and antartic glaciers. (Imhof et al., 2017; Peeken 

et al., 2018). 
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A study made by Pivokonsky et al. (2018) in Prague, showed the ubiquity 

of microplastics even in drinking water (Figure 4), after they found 

microplastics of less than 10µm of size in all samples of three different water 

treatment plants (WTPs) in Czech Republic. Fragments and fibers were 

predominant in one of the 3 WTP, and the materials that were most common 

were PET (polyethylene terephthalate), PP (polypropylene) and PE 

(polyethylene). 

 

 

Figure 4 Number and proportion of Microplastics in drinking water from 3 water treatment plants 
(WTP) in Czech Republic (Pivokonsky et. al., 2018) 

3.4.2. The problem with microplastics 

The ubiquity of microplastics in every place on earth makes it a very big and 

important problem itself, but it has been found high risks in the environment 

regarding the presence and the accumulation of MPs. The ingestion of 

these plastic particles by biota is well registered (GESAMP, 2015), 

especially in marine organisms, where MPs have been identified in all levels 

of the trophic chain (Collignon et al., 2012; Fossi et al., 2014). However, it 

also extends to organisms of other ecosystems (Zhu et al., 2018; Huerta 

Lwanga et al., 2017).  
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Figure 5 Number of publications regarding microplastics and biota (Lusher et. al. 2017) 

Until now the possible documented impacts of MPs in biota are when they 

are retained in the living organisms body (Welden and Cowie, 2016) and by 

being retained in small animals MPs are transferred through the trophic 

chain (Nelms et al., 2018), at the same time retained MPs can reduce vital 

functions capacity and metabolism (Jin et al., 2018; Lei et al., 2018; Murphy 

and Quinn, 2018), but also MPs can be translocate to other organs and 

accumulate (Brennecke et al., 2016), produce gene exchange in unicellular 

organisms. (Arias-Andres et al., 2018), endocrine disruption (Rochman et 

al., 2014), increased mortality (Jemec et al., 2016), bioaccumulation of toxic 

chemicals (Rochman et al., 2013), altered sinking rates for fecal material 

(Cole, 2016) among many other impacts, MPs are also known to act as 

vectors for alien species and for hydrophobic contaminants (either added in 

the plastic manufacturing process or adsorbed once in the environment) 

(Rochman, 2013; Browne et al., 2013), and to alter physical properties of 

beach sediments. 
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3.4.3. Classification of microplastics 

All literature agrees that exists two main groups of MPs:  

Primary Microplastics: Are polymers that are manufactured as MPs, for 

cosmetics or beauty purposes mainly, besides cosmetic purposes, primary 

microplastics can be found in sprays, also added on abrasive materials, or 

microfibers that are part of the textile industry. (Andrady, 2011) 

Secondary Microplastics: Larger plastic debris can degrade into micro-

sized particles over time with exposure of high temperatures, oxygen, water, 

other substances and physical contact with harder materials. The 

appearance and shape of the secondary MPs vary widely, making it difficult 

to quantify and separate MPs from natural particles. There are three primary 

categories of MPs (Hernandez et al. 2017): 

 Microfibers, usually the most common type of microplastics, are 

derived from synthetic textiles and slough off during daily use and 

machine washing of clothing (e.g., fleece jackets). Most microfibers 

released into water are between 0.1–0.8 mm in size.  

 Fragments form as a result of physical breakage of macro-plastics. 

 Microbeads are common in personal care products (Hernandez et 

al. 2017). 

 

3.4.4. Sources of microplastics 

According to (Galafassi, 2019) From all the microplastics that are being 

found in the marine ecosystems, at least 80% of the come from a land 

sources, like shorelines, rivers or air transportation, therefore the remaining 

20% comes from sea-based human activities. From all the land-based 

sources there are 4 main it can be discussed in this literature review. (Figure 

6)  
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3.4.4.1. Personal care products 

The intense use of plastics that surged during the last quarter of 20th century 

involved all industrial sectors, including personal care products more 

commonly called cosmetics. Creams, body lotions, skin peeling, make ups, 

eyeliner, etc. appeared and started to be used everywhere during the 

decades of 60s and 70s. 

Plastics began to replace natural ingredients in scrub and body peeling 

formulations, because of better dermatologic properties (Chang, 2015). 

Microbeads used in body peeling formulations are mainly made from 

polyethylene, they show great variety of shapes such as smooth and 

spherical to completely irregular fragments (Fendall and Sewell, 2009). The 

Microbeads used in personal care products have a roughly standard size, 

which is not greater than 0.5 mm and frequently closer to 0.1–0.2 mm 

(Chang, 2015; Fendall and Sewell, 2009) and the concentration varies in 

depending on the type of product that they are found. From 0.4% to 10.5% 

of the formulation (Strand, 2014). 

 

The products where Microbeads can be found are not only soap and body 

peeling products, toothpaste, shower gel, shampoo, eye shadow, 

deodorant, blush powder, skin cream, liquid makeup, mascara, shaving 

cream, facial cleanser, bubble bath, lotions, hair coloring, nail polish and 

sunscreen have been reported to be another major sources (Conkle et al., 

2018; Hintersteiner et al., 2015; UNEP, 2015). Another use for the 

incorporation of MPs as ingredients in cosmetic formulas is because they 

regulate viscosity, opacify color, bind liquid absorbents, and glitters. (UNEP, 

2015). 

 

Cosmetics Europe or also called European Cosmetic Industry Association 

in collaboration with Euromonitor International made a survey in 2015 

calculating the total annual use of MP beads of the countries within the 

European Union, plus Norway and Switzerland, resulting in an amount of 

4130 tons of plastic material used only in soap. (Gouin et al., 2015). Another 

analysis made for German women habits estimated a total of 6.2 g/year per 

capita meaning the emission of approximately 514 tons yearly only on the 
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use of shower gel and soap. But of course every country has different 

approaches and consumption habits, nevertheless MPs deriving from 

personal care products and cosmetics are one of the most abundant 

materials in Waste water treatment plants effluents (Carr et al., 2016). A 

good point from all this numbers is that because of the social and media 

concern about this topic resulting from the scientific reports and 

environmental associations work, many countries governments are taking 

action on banning Microbeads from cosmetics and other products, (Lam et 

al., 2018) 

 

3.4.4.2. Washing synthetic fabrics 

Along Microbeads from personal care and cosmetic products, people 

around the globe are also contributing with another significant type and very 

high amount of microplastics almost every day. These huge microplastic 

release are microfibers (MFs) from synthetic textiles that are detached in 

every wash. Depending on the type of synthetic textile (Napper and 

Thompson, 2016), the age of the garment (Hartline et al., 2016), the length 

of the fiber and the type of detergent used (De Falco et al., 2018), a single 

garment can detach more than 1900 fibers per washing cycle (Browne et 

al., 2011). 

 

Taking in account that this number represents the MF detachment per 

garment, a common load of 6kg of laundry can release from 138,000 up to 

6,000,000 fibers (De Falco et al., 2018; Napper and Thompson, 2016), 

meaning an average loss of 0.0012% of the garment mass per wash, 

calculating this number into an annual release per person could be 

approximately in 70mg/year. In a country like Czech Republic represents 

the emission of 745.5 kg/year of microplastics, meaning the equivalent of 

215,884m2 of synthetic surface (Pirc et al., 2016), the experimental set ups 

often does not involve the use of detergents, which vary significantly on the 

formulation and the chemical formulation in every country and leads to 30 

times lower loss of fiber (De Falco et al., 2018). 
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3.4.4.3. Waste water treatment plants 

Wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) have to take in the water from all 

domestic and industrial sewage, also the particles from the daily 

deterioration of vehicle tires and all the finally also thy take all big and small 

suspended materials that get washed by the rain runoffs, WWTPs are 

generally the first contact that MPs have to get filtered and not reaching 

further areas or accumulate in more quantity, studies demonstrated the 

efficacy of WWTPs on removing MPs emissions to up of 99% of the debris. 

(Magni et al., 2019; Lares et al., 2018; Leslie et al., 2017; Murphy et al., 

2016; Magnusson and Norén, 2014; Browne et al., 2011), nevertheless, 

considering the volume and quantity of debris that enter these facilities, the 

leakage of only 1% of these particles can mean a huge number of MPs 

released into the environment every day.  

 

Just as an example the WWTP of Glasgow-UK, that treats the waste water 

of an approximate of 650,000 people has a 98,41% of MPs removal 

efficiency, this number could sound very relieving to the water pollution by 

MPs, still, that result in the releasing of 65 million MPs every day. (Galafassi, 

2019). The amount of grows higher with less capable MPs removal WWTPs 

in more populated areas can result with hundreds of millions of MPs 

released every day (Magni et al., 2019), at the same it has to be considered 

also that during high rain season, water flow can surpass the handling 

capacity of WWTPs (Gatidou et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019). And result in 

the direct discharge of polluted water into rivers, lakes and shores across 

the globe, these events can have low probability to happen, however they 

do, and very hardly quantifiable they might greatly impact on the total 

amount of plastic released to environment (Gallafassi, 2019) 

3.4.4.4. Wastewater treatment plants sewage sludge reuse 

Even with high efficient WWTPs there is still a risk of a huge amount of MPs 

leaking through the effluent of the treated water. But where the 98% of the 

retained MPs are kept? The answer is in the WWTP sewage sludge, all MPs 

that have more density than water are retained almost completely in the 

sewage sludge during primary and secondary treatment (Galafassi, 2019), 
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and it is also known that sewage sludge is used after as a fertilizer in 

agricultural applications, because it represents lower costs for both farmers 

and water treatment facilities. 

 

According to the data of the national data farm areas, population and 

sewage sludge fate (Eurostat) about 50% of sewage sludge is used in 

agricultural activities in Europe, Nizzetto et al. (2016) estimated that 125 

and 850 tons of MPs per million inhabitants are added annually to European 

agricultural soils. Scaling to European population a total yearly input of 

63,000–430,000 tons of MPs for European farmlands were calculated. This 

is a high input if compared to the 93,000–236,000 tons MPs estimated to be 

present in the surface water of the globe (van Sebille et al., 2015). 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Graphical Representation of Microplastic pollution sources in water ecosystems (Source: own graph based 

on Galafassi 2019) 
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3.5. Microfibers 

Textile microfibers (MF) are a Microplastic sub-group. These are mostly 

shed by daily use of garments, and when put in a washing machine to make 

the laundry. Special attention has been put onto them, as high 

concentrations have been found in products for human consumption as 

shellfish and tap water, as it is pointed one of the main sources microplastics 

found in fresh water and marine environments (Essel et al, 2015), mostly 

enter the oceans through these drainage systems. Some of the particles are 

trapped in the sewage sludge in wastewater treatment plants, while a large 

proportion of microplastics will pass through such systems (Magnusson, 

2014). Both natural textile fibers (wool, linen and cotton), and synthetic 

textile fibers (polyester, nylon) found in oceans are thought to be from 

washing machines. Earlier studies showed fiber losses of 100-300 fibers per 

liter effluent from washing machines. The garment shedding the most 

amounts of fibers was fleece, shedding around 1900 fibers every wash 

(Browne et al, 2011). After washing clothes or using cosmetics containing 

microplastics, plastic particles and fibers are passing via the draining 

system to the wastewater treatment plants. Via the domestic drainage 

system 10 000 to 100 000 microplastic particles per cubic meter was found 

in the incoming water. 70-100% of these particles were retained through 

wastewater treatment but still many particles could be found in the outgoing 

effluent. Most of the particles leaving the wastewater treatment plant was of 

a smaller size (<300 μm) in the range. Non-synthetic particles were 

removed to a greater extent than synthetic particles (Magnusson, Wahlberg, 

2014). Altogether, a normal load of laundry of about 5–6 kg can release from 

137,951 up to 6,000,000 fibers 

The amount of microplastics on shores around the world has been studied 

and published in many reports. Scientists have found greater amounts on 

shores near the big cities compared to remote locations. The different 

fractions of plastic on shores near cities resemble with the fractions found 

in effluent from the waste-water treatment plants. (Browne et al, 2011) 

suggest these microplastic fibers were mainly derived from sewage by the 

washing of clothes. This is showing that the washing of clothes made of 
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synthetic fabrics indirectly contributes to add a considerable amount of 

microplastic fibers to marine habitats. The different fractions of these 

plastics are shown in table below: 

Table 1 Proportion of different types of plastic polymers found in waste water 
based on Browne et al. 2011 

Material Percentage 

Polyester:  56% 

Acrylic:  23% 

Polypropylene:  7% 

Polyethylene:  6% 

Polyamide:  3% 

 

The most abundant microplastic material found in waste water is polyester 

with a proportion of more than half compared with other materials. 

3.5.1. Polyester properties 

Polyester is the most used materials for textile fabrics cause of its elasticity, 

wrinkle resistance, shape retention and durability and easy manufacture at 

a low cost. However, polyester fiber is poor in moisture absorption, making 

the wearer feel hot and sticky when wearing it for long periods of time, also 

can attract dust and cling to the body because it produces static electricity 

easily with friction. Info available in (www.textile-school.com) 

3.5.1.1. Manufacturing of Polyester 

Polyester is widely used in the whole globe. DuPont Company introduced 

its Dacron brand of polyester in 1951, but the material itself was patented 

earlier in 1941. Before that, textile fabrics where mainly made from natural 

fibers such as cotton or wool, but due to the consequences of World War II 

industries started to experiment with new organic materials and chemicals, 

in this way polyester polymer was found. The trend of synthetic textiles 

outplaced natural fibers during the decades of 60s, 70s and 80s where the 

total consumption of synthetic textiles only in the United States such as 

http://www.textile-school.com/
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nylon and polyester was about of 3.1 billion kilograms 70% of the whole use 

of fabrics. (Hardin, 1990).   

Polyester polymers are made by reacting dicarboxylic acid with a dihydric 

alcohol. This base material produces polyethylene terephthalate (PET), at 

this point in the present everybody knows that this material is widely used 

from soda bottles to clothing fibers. Like nylon, polyester is melt-spun. This 

process allows the fibers to be made in different shapes and sizes for 

specific applications. In the past years, chemists found that by altering the 

size and shape of polyester fibers in ultra-thin microfibers can give polyester 

a smooth and feel more like natural fibers. Softer feel than the polyester of 

twenty years ago. 

3.5.1.2. Chemical properties of Polyester 

Polyester fibers have a good resistance to weak alkalis like ammonium 

(NH3) at high temperatures. It exhibits only moderate resistance to strong 

alkalis such as bleach (NaClO3) at room temperature. Polyester is degraded 

at temperatures above 95 °C. 

Weak acids, even at the boiling point, have no effect on polyester fibers 

unless the fibers are exposed for several days. Polyester fibers have good 

resistance to strong acids at room temperature. Prolonged exposure to 

boiling hydrochloric acid (HCl) destroys the fibers, and 96% sulfuric acid 

(H2SO4) causes disintegration of the fibers.  

Polyester fibers are generally resistant to organic solvents. Chemicals used 

in cleaning and stain removal do not damage it, but hot m-cresol (CH₃C₆H₄) 

destroys the fibers, and certain mixtures of phenol (C6H5OH) with 

trichloromethane (CHCl₃) dissolve polyester fibers. Oxidizing agents do not 

damage polyester fibers. 

Polyester fibers are resistant to direct sunlight, and it also resists abrasion 

very well. Soaps, synthetic detergents, and other laundry aids do not 

damage it. However one of the only faults with polyester is its oleophilic 

capacity as it absorbs oily materials easily and holds the oil tenaciously. 
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3.5.1.3. Physical properties of Polyester 

Polyester moisture absorption is low, it ranges between 0.2 to 0.8 per cent. 

Although polyesters are non-absorbent, moisture can be carried on the 

surface of the fiber without absorption. 

Polyester fibers have a density greater than polyamide fibers and lower than 

rayon. Fabrics made from polyester fibers have a density of 1.1 – 1.2 

(g/cm3). (www.textile-school.com) 

The melting point of polyester is close to that of polyamide, ranging from 

250 to 300°C. Polyester fibers shrink from flame and melt, leaving a hard 

black residue. The fabric burns with a strong, pungent smell. Heat setting of 

polyester fibers, not only stabilizes size and shape but also enhances 

wrinkle resistance of the fibers. (www.textile-school.com) 

3.5.1.4. Mechanical properties of Polyester 

Polyester fibers can be more elastic, tensile, or stronger depending on the 

manufacturer method, usually fibers can’t have all this mechanical 

properties as a high parameter, generally if a fiber is more elastic, it losses 

tensile strength, the same happens with the shrinkage, if the fibers have 

relaxation in stress and strain, shrinkage decreases, but initial modulus may 

be also reduced. (www.textile-school.com) 

3.6. Existing methods of sampling and analyzing microplastics  

One of the problematic regarding the research in microplastics is the 

methodology for evaluating MPs is in classifying shape, material, and either 

counting the number or the mass of the particle, this questions are always 

in doubt as there is no standardized methodology for microplastics, mainly 

as said before with all the variables that secondary MPs face for their 

degradation, there is no common consensus of how to measure and sample 

microplastics. (Hermandez et. al. 2017). 

This problem is also present when sampling microfibers after washing 

cycles, the type of washing machine, the temperature of the program, the 

length of the washing cycle, the detergent, are variables that can be different 

in almost every different country. Also preparing the samples and their 

http://www.textile-school.com/
http://www.textile-school.com/
http://www.textile-school.com/
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following analysis can play a major role, depending on what kind of synthetic 

fiber is being tested and if several materials would be tested and 

researchers want to know the ratio of them with spectroscope analysis (e.g. 

Raman analysis), they would interfere this analysis if they want at the same 

time to calculate the number of microfibers with poliphylic stains.  

A point that is specifically missing involves systematic studies under 

controlled conditions to better understand the mechanisms behind fiber 

shedding through use, especially considering variables such as different 

fiber production (extruded filaments or wound staples), fabric structure 

(woven, knitted or nonwoven), washing conditions (temperature, 

detergent/surfactant, length of washing, multiple washes), and specific size 

distributions and masses of fibers shed during this process. (Hernandez, 

2017)  

3.6.1. Water sampling 

3.6.1.1. NOAA laboratory method 

In 2015 Masura, et al. from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) published a manual on how to analyze samples of 

microplastics mainly in water samples. Their methodology consists on 

taking the samples from water using a 0.355mm cone shaped surface net. 

On laboratory takes place the separation of the organic matter in wet 

peroxide oxidation in presence of Fe (II) as catalyst for making the organic 

matter faster, once the organic matter is separated the microplastics are 

isolated by density with NaCl, this way is easier to separate plastics from 

denser minerals or particles, as also separate different types of polymers, 

they suggest to use a 0.3mm filter air-dried density separator.  

The method is widely used and it is applicable for the determination of many 

common polymers such as polyethylene (0.91-0.97 g/mL), polypropylene 

(0.94 g/mL), polyvinyl chloride (1.4 g/mL), and polystyrene (1.05 g/mL). The 

analysis is applicable for sizes of microplastics between 5mm to 0.3mm, as 

solid particles ranging this sizes are resistant to wet peroxide oxidation and 

have good visuals under a 40x microscope. Unfortunately for debris under 
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0.3mm and for fibers wet peroxide oxidation is not recommended as the 

fibers can be damaged along the process. 

3.6.2. Identification of Microplastics 

3.6.2.1. Visual Identification 

According to Hidalgo-Ruz et al. (2012) visual sorting to separate potential 

microplastics from other organic or inorganic material in the sample 

residues is a mandatory step for MPs identification. Visual inspection is 

better if large microplastics (more than 500 µm) are the target of a study 

(Morét-Ferguson et al. 2010). Whereas smaller microplastic particles should 

generally be sorted out under a dissection microscope (Doyle et al. 2011). 

Sorting MPs in water samples can be facilitated by the use of sorting 

chambers like “Bogorov counting chamber”, but generally, if there is no 

possibility to use more accurate methods such as Fourier-transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) or Raman spectroscopy (Methods discussed below) 

that are used to verify the material of synthetic microplastic particles, visual 

identification should not be applied to particles smaller than 500 µm as the 

probability of a misidentification is very high (Löder, 2015). Hidalgo-Ruz et 

al. (2012) thus suggest an even higher size limit of 1 mm for visual 

identification.  

Norén (2007) have four suggestions on how to reduce the possibility of 

misidentification of particles: 

 No structures of organic origin should be visible in the plastic 

particle or fiber 

 Fibers should be equally thick and have a three-dimensional 

bending to exclude a biological origin  

 Particles should be clear and homogeneously colored, 

 Transparent or whitish particles must be examined under high 

magnification and with the help of fluorescence microscopy to 

exclude a biological origin  
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General aspects that are used to describe visually sorted microplastics are 

source, type, shape, degradation stage, and color of the particles (Hidalgo-

Ruz et al. 2012). Also it is strongly advised to analyze subsequently the 

sorted particles by techniques which facilitate a proper identification of 

plastics (Dekiff et al. 2014), as the visual sorting depends very much on the 

counting person, the quality and magnification power of the microscope and 

the sample matrix of other materials like wood, plankton, sediment or gut 

content. And the most important as it was said above the target size of the 

research, because smaller particles simply can’t be sorted visually from 

other material, furthermore, the time that takes to complete several samples 

in visual sorting can be extremely long. In summary, even a person with 

experience could misidentify potential MPs with other particles, thus the 

error rate of visual sorting reported in literature ranges from 20% up to 70% 

(Eriksen et al. 2013) and increases with the decreasing particle size. On the 

other hand visual sorting could be the only option when there is no much 

economic resources and it could improve significantly if there is a counting 

software to help in the research.  

3.6.2.2. Identification of Microplastics by Their Chemical 

composition 

The molecular composition of plastic polymers has a repetitive pattern 

almost like a finger print, by knowing this, it allows a clear assignment of a 

sample to a certain polymer origin. In the past years, methods have been 

developed for polymer identification until reaching to the present used FTIR 

and Raman analyses of microplastics.  

Morét-Ferguson et al. (2010) used the specific densities of particles to 

identify the polymer origin of visually sorted microplastics. For this purpose, 

the sample was placed in distilled water and, depending on the density of 

the sample, either ethanol or concentrated solutions of calcium or strontium 

chloride were added until the sample was neutrally favorable. Then the 

density of the particles was evaluated by weighting of a specific volume of 

the solution, this procedure facilitated the determination of density with high 
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precision. Different polymer densities were expressed in the NOAA method 

in the beginning of this topic. 

Other groups of polymers have a characteristic elemental composition, that 

is used to identify the plastic origin of a particle by the subsequent C:H:N 

chain analysis, By comparison with the densities and C:H:N ratios of virgin-

polymer samples the particle could be assessed as either plastic or not and 

assigned to a group of potential polymers (Morét-Ferguson et al. 2010). 

This approach represents an approximation to the identification of micro-

plastic particles by narrowing the search for the potential polymer type 

instead of a rigorous chemical analysis and it is useful when there are 

samples of many types of MPs polymers present. Further drawbacks are 

the relatively high time effort, which hampers a sample with many counts 

throughput and that this technique is not applicable to smaller particles. 

 Pyrolysis-GC/MS 

Pyrolysis-gaschromatography (GC) in combination with mass spectrometry 

(MS) could be a useful method to assess the chemical composition of 

potential MPs particles by analyzing their thermal degradation products 

(Fries et al. 2013).  

This analytical approach is already used after extraction and visual sorting 

of microplastics from sediments. The pyrolysis of plastic polymers results in 

pyrograms, which facilitate an identification of the polymer type. The 

polymer origin of particles is then identified by comparing their characteristic 

combustion products with reference pyrograms of known virgin-polymer 

samples (Nuelle et al. 2014; Fries et al. 2013). If a thermal desorption step 

precedes the final pyrolysis organic plastic additives can be analyzed 

simultaneously during pyrolysis-GC/MS runs (Fries et al. 2013). Although 

the pyrolysis-GC/MS approach allows for a relatively good assignment of 

potential microplastics to polymer type it has the disadvantage that particles 

have to be manually placed into the pyrolysis tube (Löder, 2015). The 

application of this method can be done to a certain amount of particles that 

can be manipulated manually only one at the time, increasing dramatically 
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the time that requires when there is a high amount of particles, also depends 

on the size the particle, if the manipulability is too hard then the method is 

not possible. Nevertheless currently there are promising approaches for the 

analysis of microplastics by pyrolysis-GC/MS that are being developed in 

order to handle whole environmental samples. (Löder, 2015) 

 Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy is a very useful straightforward technique that 

identifies successfully diferent types of microplastic particles in different 

environmental samples with high reliability (Van Cauwenberghe et al. 2013; 

Cole et al. 2013; Murray and Cowie 2011; Imhof et al. 2012, 2013). It works 

by irradiating the sample with monochromatic laser in different wave lengths 

that ranges between 500nm and 800nm, the reaction of the molecules and 

atoms from the sample could be vibratory, rotational, or other low frequency 

reactions determines the type of material that the particle is made of, making 

a Raman spectra, since plastic polymers have specific Raman spectra, the 

technique can be applied to identify plastic polymers within minutes with the 

reference spectra. 

Raman spectroscopy is a “surface technique” and the analyzed particles 

can be coupled with microscopy to sort plastic polymers and make the 

analysis much accurate this is called “micro-Raman spectroscopy” and it 

increases the size range of particles that can be analyzed from below 1 µm 

(Cole et al. 2013), and also this technique can be combined with spectral 

imaging to provide spatial chemical images based on the Raman spectra of 

the sample. The best quality of the use of this method is the possibility to 

detect even the smallest MPs but the applicability in environmental samples 

have to be tested. (Löder, 2015). 

Raman spectroscopy can also be coupled with confocal laser-scanning 

microscopy to locate polymer particles within biological tissues with 

subcellular precision (Cole et al. 2013).  

One of the only disadvantages of Raman spectroscopy is when analyzing 

fluorescent samples are excited by the laser and confuses the reaction, 
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misidentifying the Raman spectra, it is advisable to first analyze the polymer 

samples by Raman spectroscopy and then stain them with fluorescent ink, 

in addition environmental samples with biological residues can also be 

excited by the laser and cannot be measured transforming the low wave 

length of the laser into higher signal intensity. According to (Löder, 2015) 

the fluorescence can be minimized by using higher wave lengths laser light 

of more than 1000nm, however more research is necessary to find the 

optimum laser wave length for reaching a good result between the 

suppressed fluorescence and low signal intensity, that is why environmental 

samples that uses Raman spectroscopy have to get rid of the organic 

material and other pollutants before the analysis in order to identify the 

polymer type of MPs. 

 IR Spectroscopy 

Infrared or Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy is similar to Raman 

spectroscopy, in this case the plastic polymers are identified by their 

characteristic infra-red spectra (Thompson et al. 2004; Ng and Obbard 

2006; Vianello et al. 2013; Harrison et al. 2012; Frias et al. 2010; Reddy et 

al. 2006) FTIR and Raman spectroscopy are complementary techniques. 

Molecular vibrations, which are Raman inactive are IR active and vice versa 

and both can be used to provide more accurate information on MPs 

samples. IR radiation acts by exciting molecules with a specific wave length 

in a certain amount. Plastic polymers possess highly specific IR spectra with 

distinct band patterns that can analyze polymers with high accuracy in less 

than one minute, making IR spectroscopy an optimal technique for the 

identification of microplastics (Hidalgo-Ruz et al. 2012). There are two 

measuring modes in IR spectroscopy: reflectance and transmittance, while 

reflectance have the disadvantage of not being able to measure irregular 

shaped MPs because of the refractive error result in non-interpretable 

spectra (Harrison et al. 2012). The transmittance mode needs IR 

transparent filters (e.g. aluminum oxide) and is, owing to total absorption 

patterns, limited by a certain thickness of the microplastics sample. Another 

disadvantage of IR is that the samples have to be dry before the analysis 

as water absorbs IR radiation in high quantities. In summary IR and Raman 
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spectroscopy work better when complementing each other, of course not 

for all the research projects there is the time and resources to apply both 

analysis in each sample. It is also convenient to see if the analysis would 

give a reliable output for the target of the research. 
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4. Methodology 

After looking at the available literature and comparing the different 

methodologies that exists for sampling, sorting and analyzing MPs, the 

methodology chosen for this research was the software counting after 

fluorescent staining of the detached fibers of a single polyester T-shirt after 

a quick laundry cycle without detergent, the reason behind the chosen 

methodology falls in the available resources for making the project. By 

choosing a single material and counting the fiber detachment by software 

the time in analyzing the samples should be relatively faster in comparison 

with other methodologies such as visual counting, which needs a selective 

pre-treatment for each sample, besides, the addition of more variables like 

other types of synthetic textiles would increase the error probability and the 

analysis time for each sample.  

For this research a new 100% polyester new T-shirt was used, the color 

(Blue) of the garment was chosen for the easier differentiation of the MFs 

from other fibers and particles, the washing procedure and sampling was 

made in a similar way stated in Hernandez (2017) and Belzagui, (2019). 

For the washing process. 5 washing cycles were set for a single garment, 

then analyze the number of material detached from each washing cycle 

separately, however the process done was different from the procedure 

done by Hernandez (2017), whose sampling was done under laboratory 

conditions, for this study, sampling was done under domestic environment 

instead of a laboratory, firstly because of the availability of the washing 

machine to make the samples and secondly because the willing to compare 

the results under domestic environment. See (Figure 7)  

In literature, it is stated that new garments have higher detachment rate on 

the first and second washing cycles, then it decreases and normalizes until 

the 5th wash. The main idea of the research was to analyze different 

garments and the relationship that has each into the other, but due to the 

time that took to find the washing machine necessary for the research, and 

further complications from the outbreak of Covid-19 in Europe, it was not 

possible to analyze more samples. 
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For the first Sample a washing machine Miele softtonic W2205 was used at 

a temperature of 30 degrees Celsius and 400 rpm and a time of 37 minutes 

of washing cycle, no detergent was used. 

For the rest of the samples the Washing machine used was a device from 

the brand Gorenje “Senso care” Model W6403/S that has a load capacity 

up to 6 kg. For each washing cycle, it was set on the quick wash program 

of 17 minutes, at 30 degrees Celsius and 600 rpm. Each washing cycle 

used a water volume of 20 liters in total. No detergent was used for the 

samples. 

 

 

 

4.1. Sampling  

In order to have a baseline to compare the results obtained, a control 

sample was taken after 2 prewashes in order to obtain the cleanest water 

possible to start, 10 samples of microfibers were taken and filtered each in 

a 25x25cm cotton fabric, as cotton should not interfere with posterior 

staining for fluorescence imaging, 5 different washing cycles were made for 

a single T-shirt, Every sample was taken on the following procedure (Figure 

8):    

Figure 7 Graphical description of the sampling and analysis done for the microfiber counting 
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Figure 8 Sampling process 

To watch the fiber detachment in first place, also a sample of another black 

100% polyester T-shirt was used in order to evaluate the incidence of 

microfiber remains in subsequent wash cycles and finally a control sample 

without any garment to compare results with the water from the washing 

machine. 

 

4.2. Post sampling and pretreatment for Analysis 

After the samples were obtained, they were taken to a laboratory located in 

the Faculty of Environmental Sciences of the Czech University of Life 

Sciences in Prague, then cotton filters were washed with ultra-filtered water 

and the microfibers were extracted in sterilized glass flasks (Figure 8) and 

then set up to dry in a laboratory oven at 45°C, the cotton fabrics used to 

filter the microfibers were also dried in order to take any remaining of the 

microfibers of them after.  

 

  Washing cycle   

Taking 
drainage 

water (10L x 2) 

  

 

Filter the 
water in 

cotton fabrics 
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sample in glass 
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Figure 9 Sample preparing for analysis 

Alongside the drying process of the samples, it was prepared a solution of 

50ml of Nile red lipophilic stain on a concentration of 0.01mg/ml diluted in 

reagent grade ethanol which was used as fluorescent ink for the imaging 

(Figure 11). The staining was chosen in order to avoid the use of peroxide 

or other substance in order to separate the organic matter from the sample, 

it is known that Peroxide oxidation could damage polyester fibers and 

produce different output on the final counting (Search citation). Nile red 

staining works by making plastic polymers sensitive to UV light, by having 

only one type of polymer for this research (polyester), only the stained fibers 

should glow under ultraviolet light, facilitating the image taking and the 

software counting without damaging the sample. 

 

Figure 10 Dried samples ready for staining 
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Figure 11 Nile red solution 

Once the samples were dry, they were placed in a petri dish of 65mm 

of diameter, then 0.5ml of Nile red stain solution was placed in order 

to color the sample for the posterior microscope analysis (Figure 12).                                                        

 

Figure 12 Sample after filtering, drying and Nile red staining ready for image taking 

4.3. Picture taking and Image obtaining 

The image quality plays a key part in the software analysis because MP-

VAT analyzes the differences of pixels in each image, so if the pixels are 

blurred and/or if there is overlapping and not enough light, individual fibers 

could be interpreted as many or many fibers could be interpreted as a single 

big particle. The picture taking was made in a dark room with a smartphone 

camera (Xiaomi Mi A3) with 12 Mega pixels resolution, aperture of f/1.8, 
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shutter speed 1/10, a focal length of 4.71mm and automatic ISO under the 

Google camera application in 365nm UV light. The images showed 

satisfactory quality so the analysis process continued as normal. (See 

results and appendix) 

4.4. Microfiber counting 

For the microfiber counting the software used was Imagej, the software was 

created to count particles and it was added a plugin named MP-VAT 

(Microplastics Analysis Tool) to analyze microplastics, the script was 

developed by Prata et. al. (2019) after dying the microplastics with Nile red 

stain. The images were analyzed and the results taken in Microsoft Excel 

and R studio in order to obtain the statistics of the total fiber count, average 

size, and differences between different washing cycles, this numeric results, 

then, were used to estimate the possible MPs pollution for a city like Prague, 

Czech Republic. 

4.5. Data processing  

After processing the images in Imagej and getting the results, the data was 

transferred into spreadsheets, considering 2 samples for every washing 

cycle, each sample dataset was merged with its pair into a single dataset 

representing the total counting from a washing cycle, and then basic 

statistics analysis was performed in order to get the results. (See Appendix 

3 for the garment weighting) 

Once obtained the total count of MFs, the shape and average size length a 

relation between of the number of MFs and their mass was made (MF/mg) 

which can be calculated with the linear weight, usually named yarn count 

usually named yarn count C (dtex), and the MFs’ average length, LMF 

(mm/MF), by using the following equation (Belzagui et al., 2019): 
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A decitex (dtex) is a unit of measurement of the linear weight of a filament 

textile fiber. It is expressed in grams of filament fiber per 10000 m. equation 

weight (C) is described as following (Belzagui et al., 2019): 

 

Where:   ø= Average diameter of a fiber (For polyester is usually 10µm) 

  γ= Specific Weight of the fiber (For polyester is usually 1.38 

g/m3)  

   

Table 2 Relations between the linear density (dtex) and the length of a microfiber to 
estimate the quantity of microfibers in a milligram (Source: Supplementary 

Belzagui 2019). 

 dtex = g/10000m 

L MF 
mm 

0.5 1 2 3 4 5 

MF/mg 

0.1 200000 100000 50000 33333 25000 20000 

0.5 40000 20000 10000 6667 5000 4000 

1.0 20000 10000 5000 3333 2500 2000 

1.5 13333 6667 3333 2222 1667 1333 

2.0 10000 5000 2500 1667 1250 1000 

2.5 8000 4000 2000 1333 1000 800 

3.0 6667 3333 1667 1111 833 667 

3.5 5714 2857 1429 952 714 571 

4.0 5000 2500 1250 833 625 500 

4.5 4444 2222 1111 741 556 444 

5.0 4000 2000 1000 667 500 400 
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5. Results  

5.1. Imaging 

To achieve a reliable output of results the Nile red staining and the image 

processing has been followed as stated in Prata et al. (2019). On the 

counting of MFs, the staining of Nile red was very important because the 

software dependence from the image quality that will be discussed in more 

detail in the next point. After of the application of the Nile red solution and 

before the image taking the samples had to be taken in a dark room and put 

them in a glowing UV light In the Figures (13, 14) it is shown how the stained 

microfibers with Nile red solution glow under 365nm UV light, with small 

ruler it was measured the biggest fibers, which were approximately between 

1mm and 3mm, these bigger fibers did not glow under the UV light, probably 

because of the concentration of Nile red solution and the density of this 

fibers, however, the most important number of microfibers had an average 

size of 0.3mm and 0.6mm and they glowed with good intensity. 

 

Figure 13 Sample under UV light 365nm wave length and its amplification, it is visible the smaller 
microfibers glowing 
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Figure 14 Zoom of the smaller particles under UV light  

5.2. Image processing 

For the image processing the bright pixels from a boundary we set using 

MP-scale, another plugin that comes with MP-VAT, MP-scale allows the 

user to set the boundary and the scale (in millimeters) of the sample that 

should be analyzed, but first, the user has to use the oval shape in Imagej 

and set the boundary manually, in this case, the boundary is the 

circumference of the petri dish, after the oval shape is set as boundary and 

the user click on the MP-scale plugin, the program will ask the user to set 

the diameter of the circumference, the petri dishes used for this research 

were of  65mm in diameter, the program is set by default to count the 

diameter in millimeters and it will set the scale of the distance in pixels 

automatically,  the scale is set the program will be able to measure the 

approximate area and size of the particles counted by MP-VAT. 

subsequently the user have to run MP-VAT plugin it will make the sample 

an image of 8 bit with only black and white pixels, that will use to count the 

fibers found in the sample. 

The program will throw a list of result with many variables that the user is 

able to save it as a .csv file, in which there is the total count of the MPs, the 

classification of the MPs in three categories (fibers, fragments and particles) 

according to their circularity, ranging between 0.3-0.6-1 respectively,  

In the (Figure #) it is visible the black spots and the microfibers that MP-VAT 

uses for counting, there is also visible bigger black spots were a big amount 
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of fibers were overlapped among others, it was difficult to determine if the 

program counted them as single or many particles. In (Table 3) the total 

count of MFs had a similar number showed as in Browne et al. (2011) per 

washing cycle, so the accuracy of the program could be evaluated as 

satisfactory. 

 

Figure 15 Binary image resulting from the software analysis 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Zoom of the smaller MFs in the binary resulting image 
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5.3. Microfiber Counting 

The control sample which was obtained after 2 pre-washing cycles got out 

with a heavy load of dust and sediment-like material, it got the same 

treatment as the rest of the samples in sampling, filtering, drying and 

staining stages, after the image taking and software analysis a total count 

of 206 particles mostly of a size below 0.6mm. This number was taken as 

the reference number for the rest of the samples (Figure 17). On the other 

hand the way how the plugin classifies the counted MPs into fibers, 

fragments and particles (Figure 17) depends on how circular the shape of 

the pixels are represented in the image taken (Figure 16), for achieving this 

it counts from 0 to 1 the circularity of the particle, meaning that close to 0 

are elongated shapes and close to 1 are semi-circular or circular shapes. 

Taking in mind that the output from a washing cycle of a synthetic textile 

should be mainly fibers, meaning that the circularity counted by the software 

should be below 0.4. However there is always the chance of having different 

particles present at the moment of starting the wash. 

Nevertheless, according to the plugin, the results of all samples showed a 

higher amount of particles than fibers. By comparing the control sample and 

the 3rd washing cycle. When making the statistics the average circularity in 

every washing cycle that ranged between 60% and 80% of particle 

circularity (Figure 18). See discussion chapter for more in detail, the 

possible outcomes from this results. 
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Figure 17 Microplastics distribution according the circularity counted by MP-VAT from 
approximately 206 counts for Control and 1919 counts for Sample 3 
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The final count result (Figure 19) showed an average count of 1478 MFs 

released per washing cycle. Having a counting of 206 particles released in 

the control sample there is a visible increase trend of particles from the 1st 

to the 5th washing cycle from 719 MFs to 2305 MFs with an only decrease 

between the 1st and 2nd washing cycle of 24.76% but then an increase of 

71.81% from the 2nd and 3rd washing cycle. (See table 2 for more details). 

Taking in mind that the 1478 MFs in average from all the washing cycles 

were from 20 liters of water, it gives a number of 73.9 MFs per liter,  

In addition, the Plugin is scripted in a way that by setting the scale it would 

be able to determine the size of each particle it gives a maximum and a 

minimum approximated size called “Feret”. By the tests done by (Prata et 

al, 2019) and personal tests the accuracy of the software is very close to 

the reality using the number given by the maximum Feret. 

In (Figure 11) it is shown the average length of the MFs that oscillated from 

0.3mm to 0.6mm, with an average length of 0.517mm, visual sorting is 

possible but given the amount of particles released is not advisable. 

 

Figure 18 Average particle circularity result from the Software analysis in all the samples 
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Figure 19 Total count of MFs during all 5 washing cycles, the Increasing trend of MFs is visually 
clear 

 

Figure 20 Average length of MFs in mm 

Table 3 Results from MP-VAT Micro Fiber counting 

Sample Total MFs Count Mean 
Circularity 

Mean 
Length mm 

Diff last % 

Control 206 0,787 0,565  

Cycle 1 719 0,663 0,580 71,35 

Cycle 2 541 0,678 0,365 24,76 

Cycle 3 1919 0,666 0,485 71,81 

Cycle 4 1906 0,699 0,533 0,68 

Cycle 5 2305 0,683 0,572 17,31 

Total Mean 1478 0.696 0.517 37.18 
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5.4. Weight loss of the garment 

By making a relationship of the average length (L MF mm) of the microfibers 

per wash and the number of counted microfibers from the equations and 

Table (2) from methodological chapter, it is possible to calculate the weight 

loss of every wash cycle described down below. 

Table 4 Mass loss per wash cycle based on data from Belzagui 2019 

Sample Avg. Length 
mm 

Total Count Length*n Mg/MF 

Control 0,565 206 116,294 0,01400697 

C1 0,580 719 417,323422 0,05026429 

C2 0,365 541 197,593237 0,02379901 

C3 0,485 1919 931,020159 0,11213621 

C4 0,533 1906 1015,971038 0,12236807 

C5 0,572 2305 1318,349 0,15878781 

Mean Mg/MF 0,09347108 

 

Having the results of a range from 0.02mg/MF – 0.158mg/MF per wash. an 

average length of 0.517mm of MF, then calculating the relationship of 

MF/mass with the average diameter of 10µm and dtex of 1.08 a result of  

0.093 mg/MF from the 100% polyester garment used for the experiment, 

considering that it weighted 242g, the fiber detachment means a 0.0034% 

of mass loss from the garment per wash. 
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6. Discussion 

6.1. Sample making 

It is good to mention that from the 11 samples that were taken, the very first 

sample was taken in different conditions, with a different washing machine, 

different time of washing and different rpm, this difference for that specific 

sample conditions took place because it was agreed in the beginning that 

the washing machine will be used for the whole research, but due to external 

problems with the water system in the place where the first washing 

edsd7another washing machine could be found with a controlled 

environment, however, the first sample had the same subsequent 

procedure with the staining, imaging and software counting as the rest of 

the samples. 

In addition to the control sample, after discarding the possibility of 

comparing the detachment of many garments under the same conditions, 

an experimental sample between the 2nd and the 3rd cycle took place 

introducing a T-shirt of the same brand, material and type, but with a 

different color (black), the purpose of this experiment was to see if there 

were MFs remaining from previous washing cycles that could affect the 

counting on each sample. After mixing the washing cycles it was observed 

different color of fibers (blue) at least 5% of the total fibers were in the 

sample from the black washing and black microfibers that remained in the 

washing machine after the black T-shirt was removed. The number of alien 

fibers on the samples couldn’t be counted and it was counted in the total 

MFs of 3 samples (2nd, 3rd and Black sample), but it could be a good point 

to take in mind in future research that MFs from previous washing cycles 

stay in the washing machine and are released in the next cycle.  
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6.2. Image Taking and data Processing 

There were several failed attempts to take good quality images of the 

samples under UV light, the ideal case would be to have all samples images 

taken with a microscope in order to be able to appreciate smaller debris and 

have accurate results, unfortunately it was only possible to have the image 

of one sample with very low illumination. Then a second attempt was made 

with a semiprofessional camera trying to compensate the photographic 

parameters like ISO and shutter speed, but, because of the focusing 

capability of the camera the images where too blurry and they could not be 

processed properly by Imagej, Finally and surprisingly, the most satisfactory 

images, with acceptable quality were obtained with the mobile smartphone 

camera (already stated in Methodology chapter), as it was seen in the 

results chapter and be checked in more detail in the appendix all the data 

processing was made with mobile phone pictures, MP-VAT plugin was able 

to detect and count the MF detached from every sample and the research 

kept its course.  

Nevertheless the whole details of each sample probably were not obtained 

by the smartphone camera, There was a final attempt of taking the images 

of the samples with a microscope Nikon Eclipse E100 in 100x, in this case 

the imaging would take place by picturing many fragments of one sample 

and then use the “Photo merge tool” in Photoshop in order to obtain a full 

size sample with all the merged fragments from one sample, Unfortunately 

probably because of the similar pattern of the fibers in each fragment image, 

Photoshop was not able to merge the complete picture, making impossible 

to use the image for the software counting. 

To confirm that the microscope image quality could affect the results, a 

single comparison has been made by analyzing with MP-VAT two fragments 

of the same size in scale but one taken with the microscope and one with 

the smartphone camera (Figure 21) having a counting of 116 particles in the 

microscope picture and 35 in the smartphone camera, at first sight this could 

suggest that the results from the research are only 1/3 of the potential 

counting, even though the images are from the same sample, they are not 
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showing the same exact area, the comparison was made only to assess the 

quality of image in this scale. 

 

Figure 21 Counting comparison between a microscope image and a smartphone image of two 
fragments of the same size, a) & c) Microscope images with 116 counts, b) & d) smartphone 

images with 35 counts, resulting 1/3 of the potential counting of MFs 

 

An indirect problem that affected the results from this research was the 

outbreak of Covid-19 that took place in Europe in the months of February 

and March of 2020. Due to the interruptions and mandatory quarantine, the 

obtaining of the necessary images for the posterior MF analysis was very 

difficult to take in a laboratory. After the release of the restrictions of the 

quarantine in Czech Republic it was possible to take some Microscope 

images which were compared with the ones used in for software counting 

(Figure 21). 
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6.3. Microfiber Counting 

For the control sample having more particles than fibers makes sense as 

the synthetic garment was absent, and studies already made in Czech 

Republic already showed presence of MPs in tap water (Pivokonsky, 2018).  

After analyzing the results, with the sampling, staining, image taking and 

software analysis of all 5 washing cycles. The quantity of MFs obtained per 

washing cycle was on average (1478 MFs) Taking in mind that the 1478 

MFs in average from all the washing cycles were from 20 liters of water, it 

gives a number of 73.9 MFs per liter, similar to the number of MFs got by 

Browne et al. (2011), however not so close to the amount of MFs that 

Belzagui (2018) who had from 6,000 to 14,000 MFs per Liter (Figure 22), 

nevertheless, it is a high amount of MFs release only for one garment for 

one washing cycle, In addition, more attention have to be paid in the 

increasing release trend that was obtained, more than 50% increase from 

the first cycle to the fifth one, on the contrary of the expected from  Belzagui  

(2019) who concluded that after the 5th washing cycle new synthetic 

garments show higher MFs detachment,  in this case, there was an increase 

of the MFs counted.  

Another anomaly that can be related with the increasing trend of MFs, is the 

labeling of the plugin that depends on the circularity that showed more 

particles than fibers. This could be explained by the high overlapping of the 

fibers producing clusters of fibers in the petri dish and could be 

misinterpreted in the software analysis, maybe taking more samples of the 

same washing cycle and analyzing them separately and also with a better 

image quality could improve the results of the labeling and the counting 

results in general. This labeling of the particles probably, on the other hand 

needs software improvement to become more accurate and should be 

considered only with samples that have low amount of MPs. (<300 

particles). In the end, several factors can determine this difference from the 

fact that the first sample was made in different conditions than the rest of 

the washing cycles, the manufacture of the textile, the way how the MFs 
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were placed into the petri dish at the moment of the picture taking. And also 

the hardware used for the image taking could affect the results.  

 

 

Figure 22 MF detachment trend after 5 washing cycles of a Polyester textiles and comparison with 
other studies  

Finally when talking about the image processing,  quality and light in the 

room, play a very important role in the final result, as the software depends 

entirely on how detailed and well illuminated are the images, so the plugin 

will be able to count all the bright spots with no misinterpretation.  

Nevertheless, the fact that the image quality of a smartphone could be used 

for the software MPs counting opens up a good alternative for future 

research, as technology is moving forward almost every day, with help of a 

smartphone in field work, samples can be pictured and analyzed in situ. 

Avoiding extra steps with more software analysis, as always it is better to 

use it as a first reference for detailed results and not for ultimate data.  
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6.4. Weight loss 

In Chapter 2.4.4.2. It was reviewed the estimate of weight loss per wash by 

Napper and Thompson (2016) were they had an average weight loss of a 

2.21 Mg of polyester in a load of 6kg of laundry. Meaning a 70mg/year 

release per capita taking in mind EU population.  

A comparison have been made between different researches on the same 

topic and based on the estimations made in 2016 by Napper & Thompson 

(Table 4). In Figure (24) it is shown that the mean mass loss per garment in 

this research are in between the values gotten by Hernandez et al. (2017) 

and Belzagui (2019). However the % of loss per garment is closer to the 

values obtained by Napper & Thompson (2016) and Belzagui (2019) highest 

in this research, even though the mass and the type of garments used in 

each research can vary widely.  

Hernandez et al. (2017) had the highest mass loss per garment with 

0.1mg/garment and the highest loss percentage per garment, but is 

important to remark they used smaller cut fabrics from a garment in 

combination of different detergents see Table (4) for more details on the 

methodology used in each research. 
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Figure 23 Weight loss in Mg (green) and % of mass loss per garment (Blue) of different researches 
on MF release after laundry 

 

To have a better understanding of what the mass loss per garment 

represents, an estimation of weight release per capita and an adjustment to 

the Czech Republic population (Figure 25) has been made in order to make 

an idea of how much MFs can be released into the water systems from 

synthetic clothes. Nevertheless the estimated number have to be taken as 

a guide, because as shown in the graphic, variables like temperature and 

usage of detergent can make the total weight release much higher. Despite 

the high variability of the values, a range of approximately 750 Kg to 2000Kg 

of polyester MFs can be released into the environment only by an ordinary 

action such as laundry in a small country like Czech Republic.  
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Figure 24 Estimations of Polyester release into the environment from domestic laundry from the 
perspective from different research studies, based on Napper & Thompson (2016) estimations 

 

Table 5 Mass loss comparison between different studies in MF, based on Napper & 
Thompson (2016) estimations 

 Avg. Mass 
loss per 
garment 

(mg) 

% mass 
loss/garment 

per capita 
release/year 

(mg) 

Adjusted 
release with 

CR 
population/ye

ar (Kg) 

Observations 

Belzagui et 
al. (2019) 

0,071 0,007 133,6 1428,184 Used 60`C 
washing 
cycles, No 
detergent 

Napper & 
Thompson 

(2016) 

0,037 0,0012 70 748,3 Used a 
combination of 
temperature 
and 
detergents 

Hernandez 
et al.(2017) 

0,1 0,014 188,17 2011,5373 Used 25x7cm 
fabrics, 
combination of 
liquid and 
powder 
detergent 

Garcia 
(2020) 

0,093 0,0034 174,99 1870,6431 30`C washing 
cycle, No 
detergent 
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6.5. Usage of filters as Microfiber reduction 

In 2018 McIlwraith et al. made a study with already marketed technologies 

of filters that could be attached to the drain pipe of the washing machines in 

order to retain the MFs. In their results after washing a fleece blanket, they 

obtained a reduction of 87% of the MF counting from a control sample 

(Figure 25). Nevertheless their findings are subject to the length of the 

fibers, the filters are not able to catch microfibers smaller than 100μm, but 

if some technology like this is introduced in most of the washing machines, 

the reduce of MFs could be drastically decreased. It depends on the cost-

benefit and the willing of every household to take the time of throw the MFs 

from the filters. 

 

Figure 25 Microfiber Reduction using two different filters for washing machines (Source: McIlwraith 
et al. 2018) 
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

7.1. Conclusions 

After reviewing the problematic of synthetic Microfiber detachment from 

domestic laundry as one of the main sources of Microplastic accumulation 

in the environment and analyzing the Microfiber detachment after Nile red 

staining and Software counting under UV light from a 100% polyester T-shirt 

the conclusions are the following: 

 Sample imaging with smartphone camera is possible for the 

counting of microfibers with MP-VAT plugin.  

 Microfiber detachment from a 100% polyester garment was in 

average 1478 MFs per wash, with fibers of 0.517 mm in average. 

 Decreasing trend of Microfibers release until the 5th wash 

hypothesis was shown opposite, having instead, an increase of 3 

times more MFs from the first wash and the fifth wash.  

 Similar results from reviewed literature have been obtained in 

Microfiber mass loss with 0.093 Mg release per garment. And 

probably representing a release of 175 mg/year per capita in a 

country like Czech Republic.  

7.2. Recommendations 

 Nile red staining and software counting are good tools for 

analyzing Microplastics, however another methodology have to 

be present where more types of plastics are involved and the 

researchers have to take in mind very carefully the image quality 

at the moment to analyze samples. It is advisable to analyze more 

samples with less overlap than few samples with high load of 

Microfibers 

 Image quality is a Key process for this kind of research, it is 

recommended to avoid overlapping of the MF by taking more 

samples.  

 The use of specific filters in the washing machine’s drain pipe 

could contribute to reduce the microfiber release in more than 

85%. 
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